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Dear Swiss Cham SA & SCSA – SA Chapter Officials,
‘South Africa, Demography’ Questions for SwissCham & FW de Klerk re:
de Klerks remarks at Swiss Chamber South Africa in Zurich on Tuesday.
[Q.1] What do SwissCham SA Officials think Prime Minister Verwoerd and
the National Party’s response would have been to the following
hypothetical letter from ANCYL Nelson Mandela on 16 December 1961?
Here follows the hypothetical 16 December 1961 letter from ANCYL Leader Nelson
Mandela to Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd: ANCYL Just War Offer:
Request Apartheid Government’s Political and Financial Support for
ANCYL Cultural Campaign that Equal Rights be granted to Africans who
adopt K-selected reproductive strategy.
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https://sites.google.com/site/jbystrova/

National Executive Committee
African National Congress
Youth League

Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd
Apartheid National Party
16 December 1961
Dear Prime Minister Verwoerd,
ANCYL Just War Offer: Request Apartheid Government’s Political and
Financial Support for ANCYL Cultural Campaign that Equal Rights be
granted to Africans who adopt a K-selected reproductive strategy.
It is the conclusion of the ANC National Executive Committee that the primary
motive for apartheid is fear of the „swart gevaar‟, i.e. the demographic-political
consequences of Africans cultural procreation values, which are perceived –
rightly or wrongly – by Apartheid officials as a form of „breeding war‟.
Apartheid Officials and citizens „swart gevaar„ population policy fears1 are legally
and ecologically justifiable in terms of the ecological competitive exclusion
principle.
Although the ANC and Boers are not in terms of procreation values “culturally
similar” enemies, the ANC and Anti-Apartheid movement are culturally
honourably concerned with Just War practices.
The ANC would like to make the following request to the Apartheid Government
in accordance to the principles Just War mutually agreed rules of combat.
Would the Apartheid Government provide political and financial support for the
ANC to launch a non-violent cultural and political campaign to stop the
unconscious African „swart gevaar„ breeding-war population explosion2, to
Verwoerd described the motives, practices and policies for apartheid, aka separate development,
or Harmonious Multi-Community Development (Dr. Eiselen, W.W.M., “Harmonious MultiCommunity Development”, in Optima, Mar. 1959, p.1. Dr. Eiselen was at that time Secretary for
Bantu Administration and Development.), and Live and Let Live (Address by the South African
Prime Minister, Dr. H.F. Verwoerd, address to the SA Club, London, in Fact Paper 91, Apr. 1961,
p.14) in depth, in the submissions to the ICJ on S.W. Africa, about the “superiority of numbers of
the Natives” (1964-01-10: ICJ: Ibid (www.icj-cij.org): Counter-Memorial filed by Gov. of the Rep.
of S. Africa (Books I-IV), p.463).
2 SAIRR Surveys, repeatedly document Apartheid authorities concerns with rapid black
population growth as causal factors for socio-economic and political realities:
* In the 1989 SAIRR Race Relations Report, we are informed that the Chairman of the Council
for Population Development, Professor JP de Lange, claimed that population growth was South
Africa„s “ticking time bomb”, and South Africa within two decades South Africa would find itself
1

encourage Africans to give up their cultural r-selected reproductive cultural
behaviour: large number of offspring with minimal investments in offspring; and
adopt Europeans K-selected reproductive strategy: a small number of offspring
and invest heavily in each.
Not only shall the African individuals who adopt such a responsible procreation
strategy receive political benefits; but African children born from such
responsible African parents, shall benefit psychologically, economically, and
emotionally, and such benefits shall further encourage other Africans to adopt
such procreation behaviours for the benefit of their children.
With your help, the ANCYL hope to enact a cultural revolution, for the benefit of
African children.
Consequently, would the Apartheid Government, as a first step, be willing to
provide the Political Franchise Incentive to Africans who are willing to adopt a
responsible K-selected reproductive strategy, by granting such Africans the right
to vote in National Elections, and secondly a willingness to negotiate the
granting to such K-Africans of full „equal rights‟?
We look forward to hearing from you.

Nelson Mandela, ANCYL Leader

in a dilemma where its resources and socio-economic capabilities would be insufficient for its
population, which would give rise to total social disintegration, unemployment, poverty, and
misery which would become unmanageable, even in the best of constitutional dispensations. He
urgently urged a birth rate of 2.1 or less children per woman per year. The Population
Development Program recognized that a direct relationship existed between standard of living,
an effective family planning and population growth.
* In a 1992/93 Race Relations Survey by the South African Institute of Race Relations (SAIRR),
we are told that the high population growth is the cause of growth in poverty, unemployment and
squatter camps, and most of the serious problems in South Africa; Population pressures are
destroying the environment; the IFP and FRD call for ethics of 2 children per family as urgent
population control priority; Population Growth outstrips Economic Growth for many years, and
blacks avoid participation in family planning programs.
- Cooper C, et.al, Race Relations Survey 1989/90, (Jhb: SAIRR) 1990.
- Cooper, C et.al., Race Relations Survey 1992/93, (Jhb: SAIRR) 1993.

I personally imagine, that the response from Prime Minister Verwoerd and the
Apartheid National Party government would have been proactive towards the
ANCYL‘s offer to resolve issues of direct concern to the Apartheid Government‘s
motivations for establishing Apartheid.
If SwissCham SA agree with my working hypothesis conclusion; I request Swiss
Cham ask Former Pres. FW de Klerk the following questions:
1. Prove his optimism by clarifying the reasons for FW de Klerk
Foundation’s endorsement of SA Constitutional Courts
corruption in Alien v Afriforum’s application for Review of SCA’s
‘Kill Boere’ agreement & SA’s Truth and Reconciliation Fraud?
2. Once a European Indigenous Rights Code of Honour Tribunal is
established, should it order the assassination of FW de Klerk, for
his refusal to advocate that South Africa’s Flat Earth ‘War is
Peace’ Whore legislation and treaties enacted by him and his
dishonourable European predecessors, be resolved; in terms of
their failure to address the overpopulation and overconsumption
roles contributing to Scarcity, as an underlying cause of conflict?
In Business Report: FW de Klerk: the pessimists are wrong1, Former
President FW de Klerk is alleged to have said – among others – that:
―SA was regarded as an international model for democracy‚ constitutionalism‚
human rights and the rule of law. … the good news‚ is that government is
increasingly aware of its own shortcomings and is in the process of adopting
realistic plans to address them, under the guidance of our National Planning
Commission - which is led by former finance minister Trevor Manuel.
South Africa will succeed - provided that we can work together as South
Africans to support our Constitution; to demand the rights that it guarantees;
and to achieve the vision of human dignity‚ equality and enjoyment of human
rights and freedoms that it articulates.
So the next time you see negative headlines about South Africa‚ I would
invite you all to look a little deeper at the picture and consider the enormous
potential that our country offers. I‚ personally‚ am confident that we South
Africans will once again prove that the pessimists are wrong.‖
In recent correspondence to Anders Breivik2, informing him of the Indigenous
Rights Protest Demands of Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence and the Idle No
http://www.iol.co.za/business/business-news/fw-de-klerk-the-pessimists-are-wrong1.1457026#.UQJtZB2-q7k
1

More3 Red People‘s Indigenous Rights Movement; I suggested that: If we are to
establish a credible International European Code of Honour, we should demand the
assassination of any European leader who (a) legislates Flat Earth ‗War is Peace‘
Whore Tragedy of the Constitutional Commons Suicide Pacts, i.e. a ‗Peace Treaty‘
which ignores confronting the Scarcity Combatant role of overpopulation and
overconsumption to scarcity as an underlying cause of conflict; and/or (b) refuses to
address and resolve Flat Earth ‗War is Peace Whore‘ Treaties enacted by their
dishonourable European predecessors who ignored confronting the Scarcity
Combatant role of overpopulation and overconsumption to scarcity as an
underlying cause of conflict
Unfortunately, neither the South African Government, Former President Nelson
Mandela, or Archbishop Desmond Tutu, nor Former President De Klerk consider
me worthy of a response to the dozens of letters and questions I have submitted to
their offices. I am an Ecocentric South African of European descent, married to
African American: Demian Emile Johnson. I am the only South African who – for
the past 20 years – has exposed South Africa‘s Anthropocentric and Ideologically
biased TRC Fraud, and advocated on behalf of a brutally honest sincere and
ecologically and scientifically credible Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
focussed on exposing the underlying psychological, cultural, racial and Scarcity
induced factors contributing to Apartheid‘s Political violence.
[Q. 1] Evidence for ANC and Anti-Apartheid Movement ‘Just War’ Offers to
Apartheid Government:
In April 2011, I filed numerous requests to African National Congress officials,
South African and International organisations who were members of the AntiApartheid Movement.
I asked them for evidence that ―Prior, or subsequent to, the ANC‘s M-Plan
declaration of War against Apartheid: Did any EU Anti-Apartheid Organisation
advise the ANC or any SA Anti-Apartheid Organisation to avoid/suspend the
violent ‗liberation struggle ‘campaign against the Apartheid Goverment, and to
launch a non-violent cultural and political campaign to stop the African ‗swart
gevaar‘ breeding-war population explosion, to demonstrate the ANC‘s honourable
Just War Just Cause Intentions?‖
Documentation filed to SA & International Anti-Apartheid organisations is
available here4. There was no response from South African organisations contacted.
What would ‗Indigenous Rights‘ King Anders Breivik of Norway‘s suggestion be to ‗Multiculti‘
Queen Elisabeth II, in response to Indigenous Rights Protest Demands of Attawapiskat Chief
Theresa Spence and the Idle No More Red People‘s Indigenous Rights Movement? http://ecofeministv-breivik.weebly.com/rh-18-jan-2013.html
3 http://idlenomore.ca/
4 http://jussanguinis.weebly.com/1/post/2011/04/110418_eu-aam.html
2

Swiss and British authorities responded that they were unaware of evidence of any
ANC or ANCYL efforts to address Apartheids ‗Swart Gevaar‘ concerns by means of
a non-violent cultural campaign, or similar.

[Q. 2] Alien on Pale Blue Dot v. Afriforum et al Constitutional Court
Application:
On 28 November 2012, I filed Alien on Pale Blue Dot v. Afriforum et al,
Application to the SA Constitutional Court, for (A) Review of the (i) Supreme Court
of Appeal Afriforum v. Malema ―Kill Boere‖ Mediation Agreement; (ii) TRC‘s
Tragedy of Constitutional Commons Suicide Pact; (B) a Declaratory Order that a
Credible Proactive Peace Plan requires confronting the overpopulation and
overconsumption factors contributing to Scarcity as a Cause of Violent Conflict; or
alternatively (C) To order all South African‘s to prepare for SA‘s Ethnic and Class
Race War in the in the impending Peak Non-renewable Natural Resources (NNR)
Scarcity induced collapse of industrial civilization.
The respondents are: Afriforum, Transvaal Agricultural Union, Julius Malema,
African National Congress, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Former President Nelson
Mandela, Former President FW de Klerk, CRL Rights Commission, Norwegian
Nobel Committee: Chair, Central Intelligence Agency: Director, David Petraeus.
All documentation is available here5. The SA Constitutional Court refuses to
process the application.
[Q 3] European Code of Honour to Assassinate European ‘War is Peace’
Whore Leaders:
The letter to Mr. Breivik -- Request Clarification: What would ‘Indigenous
Rights’ King Anders Breivik of Norway’s suggestion be to ‘Multiculti’
Queen Elisabeth II, in response to Indigenous Rights Protest Demands of
Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence and the Idle No More Red People’s
Indigenous Rights Movement? – is available here6.

Personal & Political Disclosure:
I am neither anthropocentrically liberal nor conservative, but an EcoFeminist
Guerrylla Law7 Sustainable Security8 Radical Honoursty Transparency Primitivist
and paralegal Vermicompost – pedal powered – wormfarmer.

http://sqswans.weebly.com/cct-alien-v-afriforum.html
http://ecofeminist-v-breivik.weebly.com/rh-18-jan-2013.html
7 A guerrilla law regulates human procreation and/or resource utilization behaviour, to ensure
sustainability. It is a subdivision of Wild Law, which is a new legal theory and growing social
5
6

I am the founder of the – as yet – unregistered Guerrylla Law Radical Honoursty
Party, the aim of which is to establish a Green License to Vote, to elect a Green
President, to transition South Africa into a Sustainable Voluntaryist (Honourable
Free Society of Men and Women capable of ruling themselves) Green Republic.
The Guerrylla Law Radical Honoursty Party, shall be founded on the Guerrylla
Law Radical Honoursty Social Contract which include, among others, the following
principles:
Radical Honoursty Problem Solving Communicator Status: Any
individual who desires this ‗status‘ is required to follow the Radical
Honoursty Problem Solving Communicator communication principles. All
written communication for such members attention must be (a)
acknowledged as received, (b) honestly answered or the questioner to be
notified of a ‗by when‘ date, when honest answers shall be provided. (c) Brutal
honesty is considered honourable respect; sycophancy or PR is considered
passive aggressive, manipulative and insulting. (d) In any disagreement or
misunderstanding with another member, to commit to remain in discussion,
with each other, until it is resolved. (e) Any member who ignores or evades
another member‘s attempts to resolve a disagreement, or to answer a
question, will be put on the ‗Dishonourable Hit List‘ for Party assassination
after two final warning notices to the member, from the party to either: (a)
movement. It proposes that we rethink our legal, political, economic and governance systems so that
they support, rather than undermine, the integrity and health of the Earth. www.wildlaw.org.au
8 ―There is no security without sustainability‖[1]: In the absence of an international new moral
order[2] where Ecocentric laws are implemented to regulate and reduce human procreation and
resource utilization behaviour, towards a sustainable, pre-industrial lifestyle paradigm;
―overpopulation[3] and resource scarcity[4] will result in conflict and war‖[5] (perhaps nuclear )
confronting regions at an accelerated pace[7], resulting in the ―collapse of the global economic
system and every market-oriented national economy‖[8] by 2050. [1] Murphy, R (2006/10/24): US
Army Strategy of the Environment, Office of the Dep. Asst. Sec. of the Army, Environment, Safety &
Occup. Health: Assistant for Sustainability; Linkola, P (2009): Can Life Prevail? A Radical Approach
to the Environmental Crisis (Integral Tradition Publishing); [2] Hardin, G (1968/12/13): Tragedy of
the Commons, Science; Peters, R (1996): The Culture of Future Conflict, US Army War College:
Parameters: Winter 1995-96, pp. 18-27; [3] Hardin G (1991): Carrying Capacity and Quality of Life,
Environmental Science: Sustaining the Earth; Simmons, M (2000/09/30): Revisiting the Limits to
Growth: Could the Club of Rome Have Been Correct, After All?; [4] Koppel, T (2000): CIA and
Pentagon on Overpopulation and Resource Wars, Nightline; United States Joint Forces Command
(2010/02/18): The Joint Operating Environment - 2010 (The JOE – 2010); Parthemore, C & Nagl, J
(2010/09/27): Fueling the Future Force: Preparing the Department of Defense for a Post-Petroleum
Environment, Center for a New American Security (CNAS); United States Army & TRADOC (2012):
US Army Unified Quest 2012 Fact Sheet, Unified Quest 2012 is the Army Chief of Staff's annual
Title 10 Future Study Plan (FSP); Peters (1996)‘ [5] Peters (1996); Bush, GW Snr (1986/02): Public
Report of the Vice-President‘s Task Force on Combatting Terrorism; Homer-Dixon, T, & Boutwell, J,
& Rathjens, G (1993): Environmental change and violent conflict: Growing scarcities of renewable
resources can contribute to social instability and civil strife. Scientific American, 268(2), pp. 38-45;
[6] Hardin (1968/12/13), [7] United States Army & TRADOC (2012); [8] Schultz, S (2010/09/01):
[German] Military Study Warns of Potentially Drastic Oil Crisis, Der Spiegel; [9] Clugston, C
(2012): Scarcity: Humanity‘s Final Chapter (Booklocker.com Inc): Preface, pg. ix

resign, or (b) resolve the disagreement, by a specific date, in accordance to
their Radical Honoursty Problem Solving Communicator Status oath.
Sustainability: A Sustainable9 society regulates human procreation and/or
resource utilization behaviour10, to ensure sustainability.
Sustainable Rights: Laws of Nature determine that Environmental or
ecological rights and responsibilities are the sine qua non11 foundation for all
other Rights12.
Sustainable Security: ‗There is no security without sustainability‘13 : In the
absence of an international new moral order14 where Ecocentric Guerrylla
laws are implemented to regulate and reduce human procreation and
resource utilization behaviour, towards a sustainable, pre-industrial lifestyle
paradigm; ―overpopulation15 and resource scarcity16 will result in conflict and
Sustainability requires living within the regenerative capacity of the biosphere. The human
economy depends on the planet‘s natural capital, which provides all ecological services and natural
resources. Drawing on natural capital beyond its regenerative capacity results in depletion of the
capital stock.
10 Bartlett (1994/09): Reflections on Sustainability, Population Growth, and the Environment,
Population & Environment, Vol. 16, No. 1, Sep 1994, pp. 5-35; Clugston, C (2009): Sustainability
Defined (WakeUpAmerika): ―Sustainable natural resource utilization behaviour involves the
utilization of renewable natural resources—water, cropland, pastureland, forests, and wildlife—
exclusively, which can be depleted only at levels less than or equal to the levels at which they are
replenished by Nature. The utilization of non-renewable natural resources—fossil fuels, metals, and
minerals— at any level, is not sustainable.‖
11 ―Environmental Protection as a Principle of International Law : The protection of the
environment is likewise a vital part of contemporary human rights doctrine, for it is a sine
qua non for numerous human rights such as the right to health and the right to life itself. It is
scarcely necessary to elaborate on this, as damage to the environment can impair and undermine
all; the human rights spoken of in the Universal Declaration and other human rights
instruments.‖ -- Opinion of Weeramantry J in the Case Concerning the Gabcikovo-Nagymaros
Project (Hungary v Slovakia) (1998) 37 International Legal Materials 162 206.
12 Democracy Cannot Survive Overpopulation, Al Bartlett, Ph.D., Population & Environment, Vol.
22, No. 1, Sep 2000, pgs. 63-71; Bartlett (1994/09): Reflections on Sustainability, Population Growth,
and the Environment, Population & Environment, Vol. 16, No. 1, Sep 1994, pp. 5-35; Clugston, C
(2009): Sustainability Defined (WakeUpAmerika)
13 Murphy, R (2006/10/24): US Army Strategy of the Environment, Office of the Dep. Asst. Sec. of the
Army, Environment, Safety & Occup. Health: Assistant for Sustainability; Linkola, P (2009): Can
Life Prevail? A Radical Approach to the Environmental Crisis (Integral Tradition Publishing)
14 Hardin, G (1968/12/13): Tragedy of the Commons, Science; Peters, R (1996): The Culture of Future
Conflict, US Army War College: Parameters: Winter 1995-96, pp. 18-27
15 Hardin G (1991): Carrying Capacity and Quality of Life, Environmental Science: Sustaining the
Earth; Simmons, M (2000/09/30): Revisiting the Limits to Growth: Could the Club of Rome Have
Been Correct, After All?
16 Koppel, T (2000): CIA and Pentagon on Overpopulation and Resource Wars, Nightline; United
States Joint Forces Command (2010/02/18): The Joint Operating Environment - 2010 (The JOE –
2010); Parthemore, C & Nagl, J (2010/09/27): Fueling the Future Force: Preparing the Department
of Defense for a Post-Petroleum Environment, Center for a New American Security (CNAS); United
States Army & TRADOC (2012): US Army Unified Quest 2012 Fact Sheet, Unified Quest 2012 is the
Army Chief of Staff's annual Title 10 Future Study Plan (FSP); Brent, JG (2012): Humans: An
Endangered Species Jason Brent; Heinberg, R (2006/04/30): Population, Resources, and Human
Idealism, Energy Bulletin; Peters (1996)
9

war‖17 (perhaps nuclear18) confronting regions at an accelerated pace 19,
resulting in the ―collapse of the global economic system and every marketoriented national economy‖20 by 205021.
Guerrylla Laws: define the procreation and consumption behaviour of an
individual as an Eco-Innocent22 (sustainable) or Scarcity-Combatant23
(unsustainable), based upon (A) a sustainable bio-capacity of 1 global hectare
(gha)24 (60 % of 1.8 gha25) in accordance with the proactive conservation
policies of Bhutan26; and (B) the Oregon University study that concludes that
every child increases a parents‘ eco-footprint by a factor of 2027.
A Green Voter is an individual whose procreation and consumption
behaviour is sustainable, as defined by Guerrylla laws, as an Eco-Innocent28.
Only Green Voters can elect the Green President, whose general duty is to
(A) protect the Constitution from the Tragedy of the Commons material greed
and psychological and political dishonour of the nations Scarcity (breeding
and consumption) combatants, who wish to exploit the country‘s resources for
short-term political and socio-economic profits, and (B) transition South
Africa to a Sustainable Voluntaryist Green Republic.
Peters (1996); Bush, GW Snr (1986/02): Public Report of the Vice-President‘s Task Force on
Combatting Terrorism; Homer-Dixon, T, & Boutwell, J, & Rathjens, G (1993): Environmental
change and violent conflict: Growing scarcities of renewable resources can contribute to social
instability and civil strife. Scientific American, 268(2), pp. 38-45
18 Hardin (1968/12/13)
19 United States Army & TRADOC (2012)
20 Schultz, S (2010/09/01): [German] Military Study Warns of Potentially Drastic Oil Crisis, Der
Spiege
21 Clugston, C (2012): Scarcity: Humanity‘s Final Chapter (Booklocker.com Inc): Preface, pg. ix
22 * 0 children, consumption < 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) || * 1 child, consumption < 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
23 * 0 children, consumption > 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) | * 1 child, consumption > 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
* 2 children, consumption > 0.05 gha (1 gha ÷ 20) || * 3 child, consumption > 0.025 gha (1 gha ÷ 40)
- etc
24 A biocapacity of 1 gha assumes that 40% of land is set aside for other species.
25 In 2006, the average biologically productive area (biocapacity) per person worldwide was
approximately 1.8 global hectares (gha) per capita, which assumes that no land is set aside for other
species.
26 Bhutan is seen as a model for proactive conservation initiatives. The Kingdom has received
international acclaim for its commitment to the maintenance of its biodiversity. This is reflected in
the decision to maintain at least sixty percent of the land area under forest cover, to designate more
than 40% of its territory as national parks, reserves and other protected areas, and most recently to
identify a further nine percent of land area as biodiversity corridors linking the protected areas.
Environmental conservation has been placed at the core of the nation's development strategy, the
middle path. It is not treated as a sector but rather as a set of concerns that must be mainstreamed
in Bhutan's overall approach to development planning and to be buttressed by the force of law. "Parks of Bhutan". Bhutan Trust Fund for Environmental Conservation online. Bhutan Trust Fund.
Retrieved 2011-03-26.
27 Murtaugh Paul (31 July 2009): Family Planning: A Major Env. Emphasis, Oregon University
http://oregonstate.edu/ua/ncs/archives/2009/jul/family-planning-major-environmental-emphasis
28 * 0 children, consumption < 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) | * 1 child, consumption < 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
* 2 children, consumption < 0.05 gha (1 gha ÷ 20) | * 3 child, consumption < 0.025 gha (1 gha ÷ 40)
17

The Green President‘s sustainable security legislative duty is to veto all
legislation that obstructs, or fails to reduce, the nation‘s Scarcity combatant‘s
procreation and/or consumption path to sustainability, based upon Guerrylla
law sustainable rights and sustainable security principles.
The Green Presidents sustainable security executive duty is to protect the
Constitution, root out all corruption, by taking over the duty of executive
supervision of the Ministry of Police and Ministry of Justice, including the
appointment of all Magistrates and Justices. Magistrates and Judges shall be
required to ascertain, verify, and transparently declare – as part of the court
record - the Eco-Innocent29 (sustainable) or Scarcity-Combatant30
(unsustainable) status of all parties (including the Judge, legal
representatives and State Representatives) to any court proceeding; including
consideration of such status, where relevant to the legal proceedings. Any
Eco-Innocent is entitled to be tried by an Eco-Innocent Prosecutor and Judge,
and in any dispute with a Scarcity Combatant, may require the court to take
notice of Scarcity Combatants behaviour as a relevant31 aggravating factor to
Scarcity related socio-political problems, such as: crime, violence,
unemployment, poverty, food shortages, inflation, political instability, loss of
civil rights, conformism, political correctness, vanishing species, pollution,
urban sprawl, toxic waste, energy depletion.
An individual can only run for Green President, as (A) an Independent or
from a Political Party, which practices 100% transparency disclosure of all
campaign contributions, and (B) whose procreation and consumption lifestyle
qualifies them as an Eco-Innocent32.
Anders Brievik is correct: Europe is at war. Not only Europe, but the World is at
War. I consider the economic, political and military war between the Political Left
and Right to be a deliberate distraction, from the real war that is being waged by
both the ‗Consumptionist‘ Left and Right‘s support for Industrial Civilizations
world war33 against nature.

* 0 children, consumption < 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) | * 1 child, consumption < 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
* 0 children, consumption > 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) || * 1 child, consumption > 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
|| * 2 children, consumption > 0.05 gha (1 gha ÷ 20) || * 3 children, consumption > 0.025 gha (1
gha ÷ 40) – etc.
31 Population Policy: http://sqswans.weebly.com/population-policy.html
Scarcity and Conflict: http://sqswans.weebly.com/scarcity--conflict1.html
32 * 0 children, consumption < 20 gha ((1 gha) x 20) | * 1 child, consumption < 1 gha ((1 gha (2007))
33 Clugston, C (2012): Scarcity: Humanity‘s Final Chapter (Booklocker.com Inc); Jensen, Derrick:
Endgame: The Problem of Civilization; Jensen, Derrick: End:Civ: Resist or Die (documentary);
Kaczynski Theodore: Technological Slavery: The Collected Writings of Theodore J. Kaczynski, a.k.a.
"The Unabomber" (2010); Linkola, P (2009): Can Life Prevail? A Radical Approach to the
Environmental Crisis (Integral Tradition Publishing); Unabomber: The Unabomber Manifesto:
Industrial Society and its Future (2008); Zerzan, John: Against Civilization: Readings and
29
30

Industrial Civilization‘s Exponential Economic Growth Breeding and
Consumption34 War Scarcity Combatants are at war with each other (Left v Right),
Eco-Innocents, and all other species for their preferential access to , and control of,
nature‘s finite resources.
Peak NNR: Scarcity & Collapse of Industrial Civilization:
Global Non-Renewable Natural Resource (NNR) Scarcity Analysis is based upon
Mr. Chris Clugston‗s analysis of the criticality and scarcity associated with each of
the 89 analyzed NNRs, using data from USGS, EIA, BEA, BLS, Fed, CBO, FBI,
IEA, UN, World Bank, etc; and concludes in general that ―absent some combination
of immediate and drastic reductions in our global NNR utilization levels, ... we will
experience escalating international and intranational conflicts during the coming
decades over increasingly scarce NNR‗s, which will devolve into global societal
collapse, almost certainly by the year 2050.‖
Global NNR Scarcity Analysis summarizes global criticality and scarcity associated
with each of the 89 analyzed NNRs: (a) An overwhelming majority, 63 of the 89
analyzed NNRs, were considered ―scarce‖ globally in 2008, immediately prior to the
Great Recession; (b) A significant number, 28 of the 89 analyzed NNRs have
peaked: are ―almost certain‖ to remain scarce permanently going forward; and a
sizeable number, 16 of the 89 analyzed NNRs, will ―likely‖ remain scarce
permanently; and (c) Global extraction/production levels associated with 39 of the
89 analyzed NNRs, are considered ―at risk‖.
At risk are: (a) Antimony: 8 yrs to Global Reserves exhaustion (used for starter
lights ignition batteries in cars and trucks; (b) Bauxite: 40 years (only economically
viable feedstock for aluminium); (c) Bismuth: 17 years (non-toxic substitute for lead
in solder and plumbing fixtures); (d) Cadmium: 25 years; (e) Chromium: 26 years
(stainless steel, jet engines and gas turbines); (f) Coal: 40 years (electricity
generation); (g) Cobalt: 26 years (gas turbine blades, jet aircraft engines, batteries);
(h) Copper: 27 years; (i) Fluorspar: 23 years (feedstock for fluorine bearing
chemicals, aluminium and uranium processing); (j) Graphite (Natural): 23 years;
(k) Iron Ore: 15 years (only feedstock for iron and steel); (l) Lead: 17 years; (m)
Lithium: 8 years (aircraft parts, mobile phones, batteries for electrical vehicles); (n)
Manganese: 17 years (stainless steel, gasoline additive, dry cell batteries) ; (o)
Molybdenum: 20 years (aircraft parts, electrical contacts, industrial motors, tool
steels); (p) Natural Gas: 34 years; (q) Nickel: 30 years; (r) Niobium: 15 years (jet
and rocket engines, turbines, superconducting magnets); (s) Oil: 39 years; (t)
Rhenium: 22 years (petroleum refining, jet engines, gas turbine blades); (u) Silver:
Reflections (2005); Zerzan, John: Running on Emptiness: The Pathology of Civilization (2008);
Zerzan, John: Twilight of the Machines (2008)
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11 years; (v) Thalium: 38 years; (w) Tin: 18 years; (x) Tungsten: 32 years; (y)
Uranium: 34 years (primary energy source, weapons); (z) Zinc: 13 years; (aa)
Zirconium: 19 years (nuclear power plants, jet engines, gas turbine blades).
More info on Mr. Clugston‘s Scarcity is here35, and the related report submitted to
Anglo American, Lonmin and the Marikana Commission: Are Eco-Illiterate
Mining CEO’s a Threat to National Security, is here36.
I look forward to hearing from you
Respectfully,

Lara Johnstone
SHARP PP4PP
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